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Mark Budolfson

This chapter identi�es and critically examines a standard form of argument for organic and vegan

alternatives to industrial agriculture. This argument faces important objections to its empirical

premises, to its presumption that there is a single food system that minimizes harm and is best for the

environment, and to the presumption that the ethically best food system for us to promote is the one

that would be best in ideal theory or the one that would be best from the perspective of our own society.

Instead, determining which food system should be promoted arguably requires a complex global,

empirical, and ethical integrated assessment that includes a proper accounting for values of global

justice in nonideal theory. This proper accounting arguably recommends sustainable intensi�cation of

food systems (as it is called in the food-science literature), which is importantly distinct from

contemporary systems as well as from organic, local, and/or vegan-centered alternatives.

In order to eat a single meal, would you dump thousands of gallons of water down the drain, dump

pollutants into our rivers, kill the creatures that inhabit our ecosystems, and harm other human beings?

Of course, you wouldn’t. But an average meal in a developed nation typically has exactly that kind of

extensive harm footprint, given the resources that are used to produce it and other consequences of its

production. The “harm footprint” of a unit of a food is the measurement of the amount of harm that the

food system causes in producing each unit of that food on average. (See the chart later in this essay for

quanti�cation and comparison of the harm footprints of di�erent foods.)

So, how should we take these di�erent kinds of harms into proper account, including environmental harms,

as well as the needs of humans? And in light of that proper accounting, what is it best to do about the
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disturbingly large harm footprint that is associated with our food? What is the best improved food system

for us to aim for with policy?

To some, the answer to this question is simple: we should promote a food system that simply minimizes

each and every one of these negative impacts. But if this simple answer is understood to mean

unconstrained minimization of all of these negative impacts, it has the striking implication that we should

generally stop using the tools of contemporary agriculture altogether, even if this means that we cannot

then produce enough food for ourselves—since choosing to produce food using the tools of contemporary

agriculture will generally have negative impacts, particularly on the environment.

Most people would reject this unconstrained minimization view once it is noted that it could have this self-

sacri�cing implication. However, not everyone rejects such an answer, for example, many deep ecologists

would say, “Yes, that is exactly what is implied by the values I endorse, which imply unconstrained

minimization of negative impacts on ecosystems, even if it means the human population must wither

away.”  As such, deep ecologists and some other environmental theorists endorse the view that humans

might have to make dramatic sacri�ces on behalf of the environment.

p. 68
1

In what follows, I assume for the sake of discussion that the correct answer to the question of what food

system we should promote cannot have the implication that humanity as a whole should dramatically

sacri�ce itself. Thus, I will assume for the sake of argument that our pursuit of environmental and other

objectives must be constrained by or balanced against meeting the basic needs of humans (and perhaps

their further desires as well), contrary to the sort of environmental ethics endorsed by deep ecologists and

some others.2

But even if we assume that meeting our need for food must constrain any acceptable answer, it may still

seem relatively easy to answer the question of what food system we should promote: namely, that we should

promote whatever system gives us enough (nutritious) food, and subject to that constraint also minimizes

harm along every dimension we should care about, such as harm to our farmers, nonhuman animals, and

our environment. In fact, many leading arguments in favor of particular alternative food systems—such as

organic food systems or vegan food systems—can be understood as based on this “Standard Argument,”

combining this normative premise, together with an empirical premise to the e�ect that the favored food

system would in fact minimize harm along every dimension we care about:

The Standard Argument

Normative Premise: We should promote the food system that provides us with enough nutritious

food, and subject to that constraint minimizes harm along each and every normatively relevant

dimension.

Empirical Premise: Food system X (e.g., a local and organic system or a vegan system) would

provide us with enough nutritious food, and subject to that constraint would minimize harm along

each and every relevant dimension.

Conclusion: Therefore, we should promote food system X.

This chapter outlines a number of important objections to arguments that have this structure. First, the

empirical premises of these arguments are called into question by the work of experts on the relevant

empirical issues about food production. Second, the relevant empirical facts also calls into question the

assumption that there is a single food system that minimizes harms along each and every dimension that

matters. Instead, many experts would argue that the essence of the food-systems challenge is to decide

what regrettable trade-o�s it is best to make so that we can best salvage what matters overall—where the

best overall food system is likely to be worse along some dimensions (including some environmental

p. 69
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harms) than some feasible alternatives. Finally, in order to answer questions about what food system our

society should promote with policy, it is arguably necessary to �rst take the perspective of the entire world,

and thus the global food system, and �rst answer questions such as: What global food system is best when

everything is taken into proper account, including all of the global consequences for people and the

environment of any local change we might make? And in light of this, how should rich and poor nations

coordinate their e�orts to achieve the optimal food system for the world, given the di�erent capacities of

nations, di�erent levels of power in negotiations, and di�erent levels of responsibility for the defects of the

current system? What is our society’s place in that optimal system? How exactly do these facts about the

complex global system complicate the answer to these and other questions about what we should do from

the perspective of our society?

The progression of these questions—beginning with questions that can seem to have answers that depend

only on easily known facts about our society and our local environment, but that ultimately require a

complex global empirical and ethical integrated assessment that includes a proper accounting for values of

global justice—is arguably the future of debates about food and the environment, and is also representative

of the arc of much of environmental ethics and policy over the past century.

This chapter also explains why some food-science experts believe that a correct global assessment

ultimately recommends what is called sustainable intensi�cation of food systems, which involves more

elements of contemporary industrial agriculture than are favored by proponents of organic or vegan

alternatives. As a further complication, this is not equivalent to the idea that sustainability should be our

main objective. Various leading conceptions of sustainability are considered later in the essay, and none

appear to capture a fundamentally important objective for societies.

The Pro-Organic View and the Challenge of Feeding the World

Returning to the large harm footprint of our food as it is currently produced, some commentators insist that

the correct conclusion to draw is that we need to shift away from contemporary industrial agriculture and

move back toward more traditional organic farming methods that avoid synthetic fertilizers, pesticides, and

the inputs that drive many of these high harm footprints, and that we should also move back toward

smaller-scale local food systems.  As a result, to the majority of these commentators, the answer to the

question of what food system we should have is a function of facts about our regional foodshed, where a

“foodshed” is roughly the geographic region that would most naturally produce the food for a particular

population in the absence of a modern food distribution network.  So, for example, what food system should

be promoted by people in Vermont is a function of facts about Vermont and its people and closely

geographically connected areas, and what food system should be promoted by people in Uttar Pradesh is a

function of di�erent facts about people in that region and other closely geographically connected areas, and

so on.

p. 70
3

4

These “pro-organics” arguments often appeal to a number of values that local and organic agriculture is

alleged to better promote: values of community, tradition, respect for nature, and, most important, better

quality of food and minimization of negative environmental impacts. Beyond these, the main goal of the

pro-organics view is generally taken to be maximizing soil health and biodiversity in foodsheds using

agricultural practices that invoke ecologically natural processes (e.g., fertilizing �elds with animal manure,

ideally applied by the animals themselves as they graze and forage, as opposed to using synthetic fertilizer).

As with many terms in public discourse, “organic” is usually not de�ned more precisely beyond this implicit

de�nition in terms of these values and goals. (Note that most proponents of the pro-organic view bemoan

the fact that more precise de�nitions of “organic” in policy, such as the de�nition used by the USDA, do not

go far enough in ensuring these values and goals are promoted.) Given these values and goals, it is
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unsurprising that many who endorse the pro-organics view gravitate toward permaculture, where the focus

is on creating and maintaining agriculturally productive ecosystems that have the diversity, stability, and

resilience of natural ecosystems—and are a seamless part of the local socioecological system, perhaps

providing other ecosystem services for local populations of the sort common in the preindustrial era.

Pro-organics arguments typically depend implicitly on the assumption that such an organic and local

system does not do worse on any relevant dimension. Thus, leading arguments for the pro-organics view

typically have the structure of the Standard Argument, even though many details of such an argument are

typically left unstated and taken for granted by proponents of the view.5p. 71

There are two main objections to this pro-organics view. The �rst objection is that such a pro-organics view

is mistaken about the most important empirical facts. In particular, although it is true that organics may be

better for the environment than conventionals in some locations and with respect to some food products,

and although it may be generally true that organic methods produce less environmental harms per

cultivated acre, nonetheless experts often argued that all-things-considered organics are generally worse

for the environment than conventionals because organics have lower yields (at least 20% to 25% lower, and

even lower the closer one gets to the alleged ideal of permaculture ), and when the lower yields per

cultivated acre are taken into account, arguably it is generally true that organic methods produce more

environmental harms of most kinds per unit of product than conventional methods—which, according to

this objection, should surely be the relevant measure of whether organics are better for the environment

than conventionals, since doing worse by that metric means doing more total harm for any given level of

total food output.  This is possible because the lower yields of organics imply that shifting toward organics

means increasing the amount of the Earth’s land that must be devoted to agriculture, which is bad for the

environment in myriad ways—from destruction of ecosystems and loss of biodiversity as a result of

increased land use, to turning carbon sinks into sources of carbon emissions, and many others.

6

7

8

Furthermore, some studies argue that, in addition to being generally no better for the environment,

organics are also generally no better for human consumers than conventionals. Organics are allegedly no

more nutritious than conventionals (with exceptions in some locations with respect to some particular

products), and organics arguably do not help avoid pesticide levels that have been found to be a threat to

human health (with exceptions in some locations with respect to some particular products). The argument

for this claim is that overall pesticide residues found in foods are at levels below the tolerances set by

science-based analyses).9p. 72

The second main objection to the pro-organics view is that even if such a pro-organics view were not

mistaken about the empirical facts about yields and environmental impacts, it would still be mistaken as an

answer to the question of what we should do because it mistakenly assumes that we have no important goals

beyond simply minimizing our footprint on the environment. But, on the contrary, we have a number of

additional goals that are arguably much more important—for example, we have the goal of feeding the

entire world—not merely feeding wealthy people who can a�ord to shop at farmers’ markets and the like.

This leads to a serious problem for the pro-organics response because if we shifted heavily toward organic

methods of farming, it appears that we would not have nearly enough food to feed the world by mid-

century. Given the world’s growing population and growing a�uence, there will be a growing demand for

meat, as well as a growing demand for renewable energy, which is provided in part by biofuels that subtract

from the agricultural output available as food. For example, a widely defended prediction based on modeling

these dynamics is that we will need to nearly double crop production by 2050 over 2010 levels, even without

overly pessimistic assumptions about biofuel use (which have the potential to increase future demand even

further).10

The problem of feeding the world is only made worse by climate change, which according to one leading

study has already reduced average global yields of corn and wheat production by 3.8% and 5.5%,
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respectively, since 1980 relative to what they would have been without human-caused climate change.

And the authoritative United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) predicts that

average global yields will continue to decline by up to 2% per decade for the rest of the century if we do not

reduce our emissions from their current “business as usual” trajectory. According to the IPCC, business as

usual will pose a “signi�cant risk to food security even with adaptation.”  And the other side of the coin in

connection with climate change is arguably even worse for the poor this century: if we were to quickly

reduce emissions to levels that properly re�ect the social cost of carbon emissions, models predict that this

would increase food prices even more in the coming decades by increasing the cost of food production and

reducing land devoted to agriculture, especially if this is allowed to create a vast increase in diversion of

crops for use in biofuels to reach this level of mitigation.

11

12

p. 73

13

So, arguments for the pro-organics view face important objections about their empirical assumptions

(namely, that the argument mistakenly assumes that organics would be better along both environmental

and other dimensions), and objections to their normative assumptions (namely, that the argument

mistakenly assumes that producing enough food to feed the world is not an important dimension of value).

The Pro-Organics View and Connections to Philosophical Debates
about Ideal versus Nonideal Theory and Global Justice

Defenders of the pro-organics view rarely consider these objections. But when they do, many on the pro-

organics side insist that such objections assume that too many regrettable aspects of our current world are

unchangeable, including regrettable facts about increasing consumption of meat, regrettable facts about

climate change, and perhaps also other regrettable background facts such as the use of biofuels and the

general background of the congressional-agribusiness-industrial complex. Instead of taking these things as

�xed, many on the pro-organics side insist that the only sustainable way forward is to turn away

dramatically from these aspects of the status quo: in particular, they insist that we must combat climate

change e�ectively, reduce human population,  and perhaps also reduce our consumption of meat, which

would then allow us to feed the world via organic farming methods. Furthermore, this would make the

world’s human population healthier on average and would also allow the resources used in animal

agriculture to be used for other more productive purposes.

14p. 74

Along these lines, it could be argued that a world with dramatically reduced meat consumption and global

organic agriculture is a key part of the outcome that is ideally best for the world because it represents the

food system that is part of the best possible outcome for humanity given the basic physical constraints of

our world. So, instead of resigning ourselves to complicity in the current regrettable system, it could be

argued that we should instead aim for this ideally best outcome, which would be much better along every

ethically important dimension.

But even if we agreed that the ideally best outcome would involve organics heavily in this way, many would

insist that nothing immediately follows about what policies we should actually promote. In particular, even

if we agree that the ideally best outcome would involve the conjunction of (a) dramatically reducing

people’s appetite for meat, (b) dramatically reducing people’s appetite for fossil fuels, and (c) moving our

agricultural production heavily toward organics, nonetheless it does not follow that we should actually try

to bring about (a), (b), and (c). That is because the predictable e�ect of a policy portfolio that aims for (a),

(b), and (c) is arguably that we will fail to succeed in bringing about both (a) and (b), and so insofar as we do

succeed in bringing about (c), that will lead to starvation of the world’s poor while the rich continue to eat

meat, as well as increased use of land for agriculture, and thus destruction of ecosystems and an even worse

outcome for humans and nonhuman animals with respect to climate change. As a result, adopting such a

portfolio of policies does not seem to be what we should actually do, even if we agree that it aims most
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directly at the ideally best outcome. Many who disagree with the pro-organics view take this to show that

even if we agree that a heavy shift to organics would be part of the outcome that is ideally best, nonetheless

we should not favor a heavy shift to organics, at least not over the next �fty years during which the

challenge of feeding the world will come to a head.15

As this example shows, assuming that conclusions about what policies to promote follow directly from the

facts about what would be ideally best is to be idealistic in a way that can be tragic, since it threatens to lead

to catastrophic outcomes for humanity and the rest of the natural world. If it is indeed foreseeable that a

pro-organics approach to policymaking would have these downsides with no realistic upside, such

policymaking would then be an example of counterproductive idealism, in which well-intentioned 

idealism is paired with a lack of serious concern for the empirical facts of the nonideal real world in a way

that ensures that policymaking fails to do nearly as much good as could have been done—and at worst is

catastrophically counterproductive. With this in mind, it is easy to see how an intention to engage in

e�ective altruism could actually result in counterproductive idealism if the interventions depend on a

misapprehension of the relevant empirical facts.

p. 75

16

To translate these considerations into philosophical terms, many pro-organics arguments can be

interpreted as answering ideal theory questions regarding what should be done conditional on everyone acting

in an individually ethically optimal way; however, food policy requires us to answer nonideal theory questions

regarding what should actually be done regarding food systems given the actual suboptimal dispositions of the

world’s people (and suboptimal existing institutions, etc.). Even if we assume that the pro-organics view is

correct about what we should do in ideal theory, it not clear that anything similar follows about what policy

we should actually promote.

In response to these objections based on a concern for feeding the world’s poor, many on the pro-organics

side are inclined to dismiss the problem of feeding the world as “not our problem” on the grounds that it is

irrelevant to decisions about what food system we should promote. Instead, many on the pro-organics side

are inclined to see the question of what food system we should promote as a question about what is best for

us, where “us” is understood as referring to the members of our very local community or foodshed. This

implicitly makes the plight of those outside our foodshed irrelevant to what we should do.

But when we critically examine this pro-organics response, it can seem problematic because in order for the

empirical facts about the amount of food needed to feed the world to really be irrelevant in the way that this

pro-organics response assumes, the pro-organics view must ultimately insist that even if billions would

starve, that would still provide insu�cient reason to grow more food by more intensive means, even if this

would make our way of life and satisfaction of our environmental values within our local foodsheds in the

developed world only somewhat worse.

To make a connection to the literature on global justice, it is important to see that this pro-organics

response is thus analogous to very strong statist responses to the idea that citizens of rich nations must take

steps to aid the citizens of poor nations: the strongest statists simply deny that we have such obligations

and adopt the stance that the plight of the world’s poor does not give us su�cient reason to reprioritize our

own domestic concerns.  The pro-organics view under discussion here can be seen as an instance of this

strong statist view: if our domestic concern is to have tastier vegetables and marginally cleaner water, and

achieving that goal would mean that billions of poor people starved abroad, then so much the worse for

those billions of poor people who had the misfortune of “losing the lottery of birth” and being born into

a di�erent society.

17

p. 76

If this characterization of the dialectic seems too dramatic, it is worth noting that many of the world’s

foremost experts agree that the pro-organics view is mistaken for exactly these simple and dramatic

reasons. For example, Norman Borlaug, recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize and to some the most respected
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food-systems humanitarian of all time, claims that “we aren’t going to feed 6 billion people with organic

fertilizer. If we tried to do it, we would level most of our forest and many of those lands would be productive

only for a short period of time.”  And chemist John Emsley writes that “the greatest catastrophe that the

human race could face this century is not global warming but a global conversion to ‘organic farming’—an

estimated two billion people would perish.”

18

19

So the stakes are high in the debate over the pro-organics view. Much is at stake for the world, especially the

global poor, depending on what set of values is correct (strong statism or a more cosmopolitan alternative

concerned fundamentally with overall global welfare? deep ecology or a more (anthropocentric?) utilitarian

alternative?) and what the relevant empirical facts are about the consequences of a shift to organic

agriculture—which, even if it were con�ned to the United States, could arguably have disastrous e�ects on

food prices for the global poor.

Upon careful re�ection, many people would presumably agree that we, the citizens of rich nations, should

be willing to make at least some sacri�ces of our environment via our food-systems policies if that is the

only way of ensuring that the global poor are able to be properly nourished. This conclusion is especially

di�cult to resist if the impermissible actions of our society are also the primary cause of the food insecurity

of the global poor (which will be increasingly true over time due to climate change—note the analogy here

to Thomas Pogge’s arguments regarding global poverty, which argue that members of our society have a

special obligation to help the global poor because we are causing their continued oppression) and if we are

most fundamentally all members of one global society in a way that implies that we have standard

obligations of distributive justice to the global poor (as, e.g., Charles Beitz and others have argued).  This

suggests that there are questions about global justice and what food system we should have that are

structurally similar to, but go far beyond, the question of whether we should merely contribute �nancial

support to food aid programs for the global poor. Taking these additional challenges seriously leads to

important objections to the Standard Argument for the pro-organics view.

20

21p. 77

Food Sovereignty, the Pro-Organics View, and Global Justice

The pro-organics view is sometimes (but not always) conjoined with arguments in favor of food sovereignty,

which is roughly the view that not only should food be both produced and consumed in local foodsheds (as

many versions of the pro-organic view maintain), but that local populations should also own and control

these local food systems. This view rejects the status quo of a globalized food system with enormous power

exercised by multinational corporations, along with the underlying so-called “neoliberal global order” and

its imposition of institutions of so-called “free trade”.22

As many critics agree, institutions of global trade actually fall far short of the ideal of free trade and often

involve trading rules that are unfair to the global poor and serve to shift power away from the global poor

and subsistence farmers and to large corporations and their shareholders in developed nations.  What

distinguishes the food sovereignty view from more mainstream critiques of the actual international trade

regime (as that regime is actually realized by global trade institutions such as the WTO and its agreement on

agriculture)—for example, mainstream criticism of those institutions from Nobel Laureates Joseph Stiglitz

and Angus Deaton—is that the food sovereignty movement also rejects the basic goals of free trade (unlike

mainstream critics) and instead prioritizes local control and decision-making over the consequences for

well-being.

23

24

As such, the food sovereignty view �ts naturally with the values that are endorsed by many proponents of

the pro-organics view in its prioritization of local values over global welfare, which imply a strong statist

view on issues of global justice (which is not to say that these values imply that government should be the

primary determinant of food systems, as opposed to the local people themselves). This appears to be the
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common normative foundation of both views despite the fact that defenders of those views rarely

explicitly theorize the normative foundation for their views. Once this becomes clear, it is less surprising

that there is a strong correlation between food-system commentators who defend the pro-organics view

and those who defend the food sovereignty view.

p. 78

This also clari�es the structure of numerous possible objections to the food sovereignty view: many

cosmopolitans will reject the prioritization of local community power over global well-being. And even

beyond that basic issue, it may seem that the food sovereignty view prioritizes local ownership and control

over the well-being of even those local people in a way that is unmotivated and implausible: Should a

society’s own people remain starving and in poverty rather than cede some control to outsiders? Is it really

better to stop trading with the developing world and thereby stunt their development in order to ensure that

everything that a�ects them is entirely their own making?  How are the values behind food sovereignty

di�erent than the protectionist values partially responsible for Brexit and the election of Donald Trump?

Might defenders of food sovereignty be attracted to a reply based on nonideal theory: that while free trade is

best in ideal theory given that it would then be combined with redistribution to protect the poor and others

left behind by globalization, in actuality we should not support free trade because those protective transfers

will predictably not be made in the nonideal real world?  These questions dovetail with more general

questions about social policy, the legitimacy and desirability of international institutions, and the

“democratic de�cit” that arguably exists whereby global elites or at least rich nations control most of these

institutions —which, consistent with that criticism, might also arguably be the best feasible institutions

for promoting geopolitical stability and global well-being.

25

26

27

28

In response, defenders of food sovereignty are apt to insist that free trade does not in fact promote well-

being better than food sovereignty would, and so there is in fact no tension between their view and well-

being in the real world. However, most advocates for food sovereignty do not focus on analyzing the well-

being-based arguments for global free trade made by leading economists, and instead focus their rejection

of trade institutions on the basis of other values described here—which is the basis for the interpretation of

the view here as prioritizing local control and decision-making over the consequences for well-being. As

this should make clear, the characterization of food sovereignty here is likely to be contested by many of its

proponents, just as they contest much of the discourse from those who focus on producing enough food to

feed the world.

p. 79

At the same time, it is striking that proponents of food sovereignty rarely engage with many of these

objections and questions about the normative foundation of their view, just as it is striking that defenders of

the pro-organics view rarely engage with objections based on feeding the world. To move both debates

forward, more explicit engagement is needed with the normative and empirical objections raised here, and

with the normative literature on social philosophy and global justice.

Sustainability, Optimality, and Trade-O�s

One important consideration highlighted by the preceding discussion is that feeding future people is

arguably one of the most important objectives we should try to achieve, and arguably we should be willing to

make trade-o�s along other dimensions that are also of value—such as promoting a clean and �ourishing

environment—in order to achieve the objective of properly nourishing people. This sets the stage in this

section for evaluation of arguments that unless we adopt organic agriculture we will be making

unsustainable use of the world’s resources.

On analogy with the preceding discussion, two important things to consider in response to such an

argument are that even if we agree that we are making unsustainable use of resources in some important

sense, it does not necessarily follow that we should stop doing so. First of all, trying to move in the direction
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of ideal sustainability might have the perverse consequence of making things even worse given known

nonideal background facts. Second, even if we successfully made progress along a dimension of

sustainability (such as sustainable use of groundwater and soil), this might make our broader, more

important goals (such as feeding the world and ultimately promoting, say, well-being) less well achieved

than they would be by making sacri�ces of sustainability. In other words, it may be better to trade o�

sustainability for other things that matter more.

These questions are particularly pressing for arguments that assume our objective should be to secure

sustainability along some particular dimension. For example, in the context of the discussion of organic

versus conventional agriculture, although it is possible (but empirically contentious) that shifting heavily to

organics would achieve the narrow environmental gains of cleaner water supplies and richer soil,

nonetheless if we care more about the broader goals of human welfare and the overall health of the natural

world, and if we are beyond the threshold at which narrow environmental gains like improved soil and

water can only be purchased at serious cost to our broader goals of human well-being or the overall health

of the natural world (because of the urgent need to feed the planet and prevent much more land from

being converted to agriculture), then arguably we should not do what would be best along the narrow

environmental dimensions of soil and water quality; instead, we should be willing to sacri�ce those things

—we should trade them o�—for broader gains that are more important because making those

environmental trade-o�s is the best way to promote what ultimately matters most.

p. 80

To dive deeper into the notion of sustainability, note that what we are interested in when we deploy this

concept is whether the type of actions we are performing can be sustained into the future—if so, they are

sustainable; if not, they are unsustainable. But what is the relevant action type for us to focus on in

answering this question? To begin to illustrate the issues here, note that a very speci�c action, such as my

consuming this particular peanut, is unsustainable in one sense because if I consume this very peanut, I will

not be able to consume this very peanut again and again into the future. But we are not concerned with the

sustainability of token actions in this way when we deploy the concept of sustainability. Instead, we are apt

to think that what really matters is something more like whether continued similar acts of consumption by

everyone are perfectly consistent with the continued availability of peanuts, or at least are consistent with

continued acts of similar consumption of similar goods into the future. However, the disjunction in this

platitude re�ects an important ambiguity that remains between three di�erent senses of sustainability that

are often discussed in the literature, with important disagreement among commentators about which

should be our focus.

The �rst of these competing de�nitions of sustainability is: whether our use of a particular natural resource

x is beyond the (possible) replenishment rate for x; if it is beyond the replenishment rate, we will not be able

to continue consuming x at this rate into the future, and so our consumption of x is unsustainable in one

clear sense. However, it seems unlikely that it is always wrong to use a particular resource beyond its

replenishment rate—instead, unsustainability in this sense is more like a “warning indicator” that should

cause us to carefully evaluate if our use of the resource is warranted, but with the recognition that it might

well be warranted. For example, consider a particular resource for which substitutes will be available in the

future (historically, our use of oil was a frequently discussed example): it appears that using such a resource

beyond its replenishment rate might be perfectly appropriate, with the thought that we will simply

substitute other resources insofar as that resource becomes overly scarce.  From this perspective, a second

notion of sustainability is likely to seem more important: whether our use of a general type of resource is

beyond the (possible) replenishment rate for that type of resource, where in the literature the relevant

“type” of resource is most frequently taken to be the very general type natural capital—roughly, the sum of

all natural resources that are of value. From this perspective, use of one resource (such as oil) beyond the

replenishment rate might be unobjectionable if it does not threaten our ability to continue using natural

29
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resources at a similar or greater rate into the future (with perhaps other resources being used as substitutes

where desirable).

Deep ecologists and others who would prioritize ecosystems over humans might reject reliance on this

second notion of sustainability, and might argue instead for a version of sustainability in the �rst sense as a

genuine constraint on permissible use of ecosystems: namely, we should not use anything in any ecosystem

beyond the rate at which it can be replenished in order to maintain ecologically optimal levels in that

ecosystem.  In contrast, those who self-identify as “ecological economists” often argue that our objective

should be sustainability in the second sense: to ensure that our consumption of natural capital in general is

sustainable—this sort of view is known as strong sustainability.

30

31

Finally, those who self-identify as more “mainstream” or “environmental economists” tend to reject the

idea that strong sustainability is a genuine constraint, and instead defend the importance of only a third

notion of sustainability: whether our consumption in general is sustainable, even if it involves consumption

of natural capital at levels that themselves cannot be sustained. The idea behind this third idea—often called

weak sustainability—is that what ultimately matters is whether our ultimate goals themselves can be

sustainably achieved. From one mainstream economic perspective, the answer to questions about

sustainability in this sense depend on whether (growth rates of) (per capita) consumption can be sustained

into the future as a function of technology, labor, and capital—where, crucially, technology and overall

capital might increase even as natural capital decreases, partly because use of natural capital might lead to

compensating gains in technology and social capital.32p. 82

With this overview in hand, to illustrate how considerations of sustainability and food systems are more

complex than they might initially appear, imagine a scenario in which we overharvest our communal

�shery (in the sense of exploiting it beyond its replenishment rate), and we use some of the pro�ts to build

schools, which increases the education level of our population, thereby increasing technology and social

capital, and also thereby decreasing the growth of our population. As a result, this decreases future demand

for �sh and other natural resources relative to a baseline with higher population growth. This illustrates the

way in which it is possible that using one type of natural capital in a way that is unsustainable in some sense

could yield returns that, �rst, decrease our long-run use of natural capital and could be the current-period

part of an optimal inter-temporal pattern of use that maximizes the long-run value of natural capital. And

even if we assume that it does not have those bene�ts for natural capital and instead diminishes our natural

capital, mainstream economists will stress that using natural capital beyond its replenishment rate might

still be optimal because it could be made sustainable in the short run only by sacri�cing other things that are

more important, such as increases in other factors of production and (most fundamentally) long-run

human well-being (in this example illustrated by the sacri�ce in education and human development that

would be necessary to avoid reducing natural capital). Thus, our society’s consumption might be

sustainable in the sense of weak sustainability because it might not result in the reductions in the overall

levels of technology or capital, even if it is not sustainable in the sense of strong sustainability because it

involves reductions in natural capital. According to mainstream economists, the key is that natural capital is

only one among many kinds of assets that can be used to generate well-being—and so if natural capital can

be converted into other kinds of assets that can be used to generate well-being at a greater rate, then the

best thing to do can be to make ourselves poorer with respect to natural capital by using it beyond its

replenishment rate, in order to secure greater bene�ts overall.33

The upshot of all of this in the food domain is that it is possible that degrading groundwater, soil, and so on

in the short run might be the best way for us to use those resources because it is possible that optimal use

might involve some amount of accumulating pollution and degradation over the coming decades until

population growth stabilizes, the world becomes richer, and other more pressing threats to global welfare

are brought under control, and environmental problems subside.  According to defenders of weak

sustainability, the more general theoretical conclusion to draw is that when we consider arguments that

34
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invoke the notion of sustainability, what ultimately matters is not whether our current usage is

sustainable in the sense that it does not exceed a replenishment rate, but rather whether our current use is

part of an overall inter-temporal pattern of resource use that avoids dooming any future generation to a

worse life than they would have had if we consumed less.

p. 83

Whether one favors strong or weak sustainability, in either case it is no surprise that a serious analysis of

sustainability in the context of our modern globally interconnected society often requires an inter-temporal

global integrated assessment. But such an assessment also allows us to ask whether a course of action is

optimal, at least insofar as we are prepared to add assumptions about how to correctly make trade-o�s

between the things that ultimately matter, as must typically be included in assessments of weak

sustainability.

This leads to a big-picture question and reason to doubt that our ultimate focus should be on the concept of

sustainability: if we are going to make such an assessment, and if we can also use it to answer questions of

optimality, why should we care nearly as much or at all about the answers it gives to questions of

sustainability? To illustrate this question, consider a toy example in which well-being is provided by eating

the fruit from a tree that grows next to a complementary plant, where the tree will continue to grow and

bear more and more fruit as long as we do not destroy the complementary plant. So, imagine that our well-

being has grown over generations, and so we are now at a point where we clearly have met all of our most

basic needs—which is consistent with our not having everything required for a perfect life, and so future

generations can continue to be better o� if the tree continues to grow. But now imagine that our generation

decides to cut down the complementary plant because by eating its bark our generation can become ever so

slightly better o� ourselves. This slight bene�t for ourselves comes at the expense of future generations

because our cutting down the complementary plant ensures that instead of having the ability to continue

enjoying increases in their well-being by continuing to eat more and more fruit from the tree, future

generations are doomed to the same level of well-being for all time that we enjoy. Nonetheless, our cutting

down the complementary plant might be classi�ed as sustainable use, because it does not compromise the

ability of future generations to meet their own needs and need not reduce well-being or capital in the future.

However, it seems clear that our destroying this plant, merely to bene�t ourselves in a trivial way, which if

it continued to exist would create incredible riches for future generations, is not an ethically justi�able use

of its resources—it is far from ethically optimal, and what is optimal seems to be what really matters for

deciding what we should do.

One might even take this case to be a counterexample to some leading conceptions of strong and weak

sustainability, on the grounds that our action of cutting down the plant does not satisfy the core intuitive

notion of sustainability, even though those de�nitions imply that it is sustainable. To see how this generates

a purported counterexample to strong sustainability, imagine that the overall e�ect of cutting down the

complementary plant is to freeze overall natural capital at current levels for all future time. Similarly, if

sustainability is understood in terms of the ability to sustain a level of growth of well-being, we can imagine

that the rate of growth is increasing, but cutting down the complementary plant freezes growth for all

time at the current level. On any of these interpretations, it seems that cutting down the tree is not

permissible; it may also seem that the act of cutting down the plant does not satisfy the core intuitive notion

of sustainability, even though some de�nitions imply that it is sustainable action.

p. 84

The general upshot of this discussion of sustainability is that while notions of sustainability are generally

useful as “warning indicators,” and might be somewhat reliably correlated with impermissible action as

one moves farther from the mere replenishment sense and closer to the sense of weak sustainability,

nonetheless what ultimately matters is arguably optimality, and the assessments we need to calculate weak

sustainability also typically provide the modeling resources we need to assess optimality.  So, arguably our

main focus should be on optimality and not sustainability—and this is especially true from a philosophical

point of view.

35
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Sustainable Intensification and the Goal of Optimal Global Food
Systems Given Realistic Constraints on Policy

With the desirability of identifying the optimal feasible path forward—that is, the inter-temporal course of

action open to us in our nonideal world that maximizes what ultimately matters to us most, and thus makes

the intra- and inter-temporal trade-o�s that we have to make in the best way possible—and the

methodology of integrated assessment as a modeling tool for trying to identify the optimal path, we are now

in a good position to describe the widespread defense in food-systems science of a view called sustainable

intensi�cation in agriculture, which aims to identify the optimal feasible path forward in the domain of food,

ideally using global integrated assessment. In light of many of the considerations already discussed, the

optimal path appears to lie somewhere between the undesirable extremes of, on the one hand,

contemporary industrial agriculture and, on the other hand, a move heavily toward organics.

At the highest level of abstraction, sustainable intensi�cation is doing whatever is best in the realm of

agriculture in our nonideal world to ensure that our ultimate goals are best achieved over the long run. To a

very rough �rst approximation, in practice this is often taken to imply that we must produce enough food to

meet demand in a cost-e�ective way without increasing the amount of the Earth devoted to agriculture, and

(subject to that constraint) minimize the environmental impacts of so doing.p. 85

In somewhat more detail, given what is known about the relevant empirical issues, sustainable

intensi�cation will require a highly diverse array of initiatives that will display substantial variation from

region to region and from context to context, depending on facts about the people, cultures, and technology

involved as well as facts about the physical landscape. And although it may be best in some locations and

with respect to some crops to use almost all of the methods of contemporary industrial agriculture, it will by

no means be best generally to use all of those methods. Of particular note, the frequent overuse of soil,

groundwater, and chemicals in contemporary industrial agriculture can often be avoided by technologically

feasible alternative practices, and in some locations—often when subsistence farming is the norm—highly

organic methods are best.36

Beyond these general statements, there is no precise agreement about the exact implications of sustainable

intensi�cation as a “middle way” between the status quo of contemporary industrial agriculture and a move

heavily toward organics, mainly because the empirical and normative questions that must be answered are

very di�cult—as they often are in connection with highly complex questions about what we should do

about the world’s thorniest problems. Climate change is a good analogy because there is no precise

agreement about the exact details of what emissions-reduction path would be the best response to the

problem we have created, even though there is agreement in outline that such reductions must be made. For

example, regarding sustainable intensi�cation, one group of distinguished commentators writes:

In one sense the answer is simple: crop and livestock production must increase without an increase

in the negative environmental impacts associated with agriculture, which means large increases in

the e�ciency of nitrogen, phosphorus and water use, and integrated pest management that

minimizes the need for toxic pesticides. In reality, achieving such a scenario represents one of the

greatest scienti�c challenges facing humankind because of the trade-o�s among competing

economic and environmental goals, and inadequate knowledge of the key biological,

biogeochemical and ecological processes.37

Nonetheless, there is signi�cant agreement that the best way forward will often require (investments in)

private and social entrepreneurship, education, access to information, decentralized decision-making and

collective action by farmers rather than central planning, heavy use of technology beyond improved seed

varieties (such as more e�cient irrigation-, pesticide-, and fertilizer-application technology), where it is
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more controversial but often argued that individual farmers should also often own and control the instances

of this technology that they use, as well as having ownership and control over their land, along with

continued but more e�cient use of synthetic fertilizers and pesticides in very many locations (when

better organic forms are not easily available), in combination with more traditional conservation

agriculture techniques (e.g., no-till farming, planting cover crops, rotating crops), use of salt water for

irrigation in some areas, and so on.  In addition to these initiatives on farms, it generally agreed that it

would also be bene�cial to make large increases in investment in research and development of basic

agricultural technology. In developed nations, it would be ideal to eliminate farm subsidies and to increase

market-based regulation to force producers and consumers to pay for the real costs of their actions—but

progress along these latter two fronts may be politically infeasible, and so a preferable second-best

approach might be to settle for an increase in more ine�cient forms of command and control regulation.

Furthermore, we need to promote other large-scale background policies and institutions in and beyond the

domain of food, such as promoting the best global climate policy that is politically feasible and investing in

climate adaptation to avoid yield loss for many staple crops due to climate change, as well as further

investment in basic background institutions that promote law, order, sustainable development, and the

capacity for redistributive transfers for those who are vulnerable or who would otherwise be unjusti�ably

adversely e�ected by policy.

p. 86

38

39

40

Beyond general agreement on these issues, sustainable intensi�cation is more of a framework for how to

answer the big-picture question of what agricultural system we should aim for, rather than a detailed

substantive theory of what the answer is, because sustainable intensi�cation is consistent with many

di�erent substantive answers to that question that are inconsistent with each other. For example, many

proponents of the framework believe we must put more emphasis on the selective use and further

development of the tools of industrial agriculture (such as GMOs or more precise application 

technologies for irrigation, pesticides, and fertilizer), while many other experts believe that we must

instead put more emphasis on agroecological intensi�cation to meet these goals, which includes more tools

from organic agriculture such as intercropping (growing two or more crops simultaneously, in a way that

allows the crops to complement each other in numerous ways, such as providing nutrients for each other,

and providing pest resistance), rotation (growing multiple crops in sequence for similar reasons),

agroforestry (growing perennials and annuals together for similar reasons), green manuring (using

legumes and other plants as nitrogen fertilizers for soil rather than animal manure), conservation tillage

(planting seed directly into the soil rather than tilling it �rst), and pest control that utilizes natural process

whenever possible and at least does not degrade the soil.  As a result, the former group sees much more of a

role for the tools of industrial agriculture in feeding the world, while the latter group sees much more of a

role for the tools of organic agriculture, both under the banner of sustainable intensi�cation. But it is crucial

to note that most advocates of sustainable intensi�cation see some important role for the tools of both

approaches.

p. 87

41

One worry about sustainable intensi�cation is that for all of its attractive features, the framework may

predictably lead to the neglect of some ethically important values if it is used to guide policy. Perhaps most

worrisome, arguably it may lead to neglect of the need to reduce food waste or animal consumption, and to

neglect of animal welfare in general. That is because a focus only on increasing yields while reducing

environmental impacts does not clearly highlight the vast amounts of food waste in the food system (the

reduction of which may be part of the best way forward), nor does it address the consumption of animal

products, which is arguably largely unnecessary in developed nations and the primary cause of many

agricultural challenges. It may also appear to tell in favor of industrial animal agriculture with all of its

problematic animal welfare implications, since intensive methods of animal agriculture are arguably the

best way of meeting global demand for animal products while minimizing environmental impacts of any

given realistic level of global animal product production.42
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A focus on sustainable intensi�cation arguably may also lead to neglect of fairness considerations, and

insu�cient attention to whether there are fair opportunities and bene�ts for the world’s poorest farmers.

This is because a focus only on increasing yields while reducing environmental impacts appears to tell in

favor of whatever agricultural system best meets those objectives, which may be one that makes things even

worse for the world’s poorest farmers. As some historical evidence that a worry along these lines is

important to consider, Gordon Conway argues that the last concerted e�ort leading to large-scale global

increase in yields—the Green Revolution of the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s often associated with the work of

agronomists and development researchers such as Norman Borlaug—had the result that “larger

landowners have reaped most of the bene�ts, while the poor and landless have missed out.”  More

generally, some activists and scholars would argue that sustainable intensi�cation fails to acknowledge the

problems with the current neoliberal global order, and even shores up the ideology behind neoliberalism.

p. 88

43

Pro-Vegan Arguments and Empirical and Normative Objections

Recall the observation at the beginning of this essay that the harm footprint of an average meal in developed

nations is equivalent to dumping thousands of gallons of water down the drain, dumping pollutants into our

rivers, killing the creatures that inhabit our ecosystems, and harming other human beings. This point is

familiar to those who have studied the environmental harms associated with intensive animal agriculture,

which have been extensively documented elsewhere and will not be rehearsed here.  Partly in response to

these facts, many philosophers believe we should promote a vegan food system, based on a belief in the

empirical premise that a vegan food system minimizes harm along all of the dimensions we should care

about and would also allow us to feed the world most easily by eliminating the ine�cient use of crops to

feed animals.

44

However, what is less familiar to philosophers is that harms of a similar magnitude are associated with

many vegan meals—such as a familiar vegan meal that combines pasta, quinoa, greens, avocados, berries,

fruit, and nuts. The explanation is that contemporary agriculture is surprisingly intensive in terms of the

land, water, chemical fertilizers, pesticides, fossil fuels, migrant labor, and other inputs that it requires,

where that intensity—even in the production of vegan staples—causes serious harms to humans,

nonhuman animals, and other aspects of nature. Furthermore, even some vegan staples tend to be delivered

via supply chains in which harm, enslavement, and even murder of those who produce those goods is a

common occurrence due to the predatory acts of the criminal gangs that control those supply chains.  And

there are also a host of other potential harms that may lie behind even a vegan meal—as one recurring

example, demand from developed nations for a particular vegan staple might harm humans in lesser

developed nations by pricing their hungry citizens out of the market for that nutritious staple, as has

allegedly happened with some staples (such as quinoa, although the facts in that case are contested), and

other commodities such as corn that are also used in biofuel production.

45

p. 89

46

In response, pro-vegan philosophers are apt to assume that the harm footprint of vegan staples is

nonetheless better along every dimension than the harm footprint of animal products. If this were correct,

then the empirical premise behind the pro-vegan Standard Argument would still be true.

However, when experts quantify the harms of vegan versus animal staples, the results suggest that the truth

is far more complicated than the pro-vegan argument assumes: in a substantial number of cases, vegan

staples have a worse harm footprint than some animal products along some dimensions. As a result, it

appears that we should reject the idea that being a nutritious vegan food system is anywhere near su�cient

for being an optimal food system. To summarize some of the relevant empirical evidence, consider the chart

in �gure 4.1, which is based on numerical estimates of the main kinds of harms that lie behind many kinds

of food.47p. 90
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Figure 4.1

Footprints per unit of nutrition for various foods, based on global or national averages.

This chart expresses the harm footprints of various kinds of food in terms of their footprint per unit of

nutrition, which paints a much more accurate picture than the presentations favored by pro-vegan sources

in terms of footprint per unit of product, because animal products contain much more nutrition per unit of

product than vegan alternatives, and so a presentation of footprints by product weight introduces a highly

misleading pro-vegan bias.

p. 91

48

One upshot is that based on regularities in the harms that lie behind the foods we eat, it appears that we can

do much better than simply promoting vegan food systems. Instead, we should consider how to optimize

the portfolio of crops that we produce to allow us to meet demand and provide excellent nutrition, and

otherwise minimize the overall harm footprint of our food system which promoting our other ultimate

goals. As the chart makes clear, even given vegan values, it appears that the optimal portfolio will involve

being willing to make some trade-o�s in order to avoid larger harms along other dimensions.

In fact, even given vegan values, it is not clear that a vegan food system will ultimately be superior to a non-

vegan food system. For example, even if our only goal was to minimize the animal harm footprint of our

food system (and so we did not care at all about human harm, environmental harm, or other kinds of harm),

nonetheless vegan staples generally have a worse animal harm footprint than some speci�c animal

products such as mussels (as the chart indicates) because many vegan staples have substantial land and

water footprints, which means that they take away land and water from wildlife, which harms those

animals. In contrast, mussels have essentially no animal harm footprint at all—partly because mussels are

not conscious and so harvesting them does not involve animal harm that has any important weight, and

partly because the land and water footprint of mussels is very small, and much lower than many vegan

staples.49

In addition to this kind of worry about the empirical assumptions of pro-vegan arguments, there is also

room for an objection to pro-vegan arguments based on the distinction between ideal and nonideal theory.

The objection is that even if it is true that the ideally best food system is a particular vegan food system

(namely, a very particular vegan system carefully tailored in light of the sort of evidence summarized in the

chart), it does not follow that this is the food system we should actually tailor our policy to because in the

nonideal real world we will predictably fail to succeed in eliminating people’s appetite for meat, and so the

fact that many people will continue to eat meat needs to be taken into account by our actual food-system

p. 92
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  FOOTPRINT / UNIT OF NUTRITION Mark Bryant Budolfson

Greenhouse Gas Land Water Other Pollution Animal Human Worker

Harm Harm

kg CO2eq / kg CO2eq / sq. meters / liters / liters / (judgment) (judgment) (judgment)

kg protein 10,000 kcal kg protein kg protein 10,000 kcal  / unit of nut.  / unit of nut.  / unit of nut.

Beef 102 93 656 75969 60645

Lamb 160 133 120 66985 42348

Pork 46 51 51 30231 26104

Chicken 25 29 28 11925 10316

Farmed Salmon 54 58 7

Mussels 6 8 2

Eggs 38 31 36 12468 10951

Milk 60 31 34 25270 13049

Cheese 54 33 34 15843 9789

Butter 42 3 131091 8669

Lentils 10 8 20 22767 17125

Beans 22 14 20 23590 14562

Rice 116 24 28960 6000

Tomato 125 61 24318 11889

Potato 155 33 14208 3727

Broccoli 71 59 10106 8382

Carrots 33 8 20968 4756

Oranges 51 8 80000 12174

Bananas 45 6 72477 8876

Peaches 45 11 100000 23333

Strawberries 75 16 51791 10844

Grapes 63 6 96508 9075

Apples 135 7 316154 15808

Almonds 11 4 76099 27798

Peanuts 5 2 15403 7009

Cabbage 25 13 21875 11200

Lettuce 25 23 17426 15800



policy. So, if there will predictably be some substantial demand for meat, then presumably our actual policy

should use information such as that summarized in the chart to decide what speci�c non-vegan food

system it is best in our nonideal world to promote with actual policy. (The facts in the chart also give rise to

important objections to individual-level pro-vegan arguments about what individual consumers have

reason to do, which I set aside here, but explore in a number of other papers. )50

One familiar refrain that is con�rmed by the evidence summarized in the chart is that it is worse to meet

demand for meat with ruminants (e.g., cows) rather than non-ruminants along the speci�c dimension of

climate-related harm. But beyond this basic observation, there are a number of further important questions

that have an ethical dimension and are taken very seriously by many food-system scientists, but are ignored

by philosophers who tend to focus on only ideal theory questions. For example, many experts argue that

intensive animal agriculture generates less harm per unit produced than more “free-range” operations

along some environmental dimensions, especially climate-related dimensions—and intensive operations

also deliver nutrition at the lowest cost, and so keep prices down not only for animal products but also for

other vegan commodities by minimizing the amount of feed required per unit of meat output.  At the same

time, intensive operations typically have a higher animal-harm footprint. What is the correct way of making

the trade-o�s involved in this and other cases in our actual nonideal food-systems policymaking? And how

should we take into proper account the bene�ts of animal agriculture to subsistence farmers in some

locations in the developing world, which might not be well suited for alternative crops, and where owning

large animals might confer other bene�ts, such as a more reliable form of money than any feasible

alternatives?

51

52

Prior to considering the issues discussed in this section, many philosophers are apt to criticize the

sustainable intensi�cation movement as taking increasing global consumption of animal products for

granted, and not arguing strongly for a vegan food system. But, at this point, it is easy to see that

sustainable intensi�cation is focused on answering the nonideal theory question of what particular food

system we should actually build policy around, and what food system we should promote given realistic

constraints of feasibility. Sustainable intensi�cation, with a substantial role for animal production, could be

the correct answer to that question—which is arguably the most important question to answer—even if it is

also true that a particular near-vegan system would be best in the highly counterfactual ideal scenario in

which all individuals are disposed to act in a morally perfect way.

p. 93
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Notes

Conclusion

This essay has outlined a number of important objections to familiar arguments for organic and vegan food

systems. First, the empirical premises of these arguments are called into question by the work of experts on

the relevant empirical issues. Second, re�ection on the relevant empirical facts also calls into question the

assumption that there is a single food system that minimizes harms along each and every dimension that

matters—instead, many experts would argue that the essence of the food-systems challenge is to decide

what regrettable trade-o�s it is best to make in food systems so that we can be salvage what matters overall

—where the best overall food system is likely to be worse along some dimensions (including environmental

harm) than some feasible alternatives. Finally, in order to answer questions about what food system we

should promote with policy, it is arguably necessary to �rst take the perspective of the entire world and thus

the global food system, and �rst answer questions such as: What global food system is best when everything

is taken into proper account, including all of the global consequences for people and the environment of any

local change we might make? And in light of this, how should rich and poor nations coordinate their e�orts

to achieve the optimal food system for the world, given the di�erent capacities of nations, di�erent levels of

power in negotiations, and di�erent levels of responsibility for the defects of the current system? What is

our society’s place in that optimal system? How exactly do these facts about the complex global system

complicate the answer to these and other questions about what we should do in our society?

The progression of these questions—beginning with questions that can seem to have answers that depend

only on easily known facts about our society and our local environment, but that ultimately require a

complex global empirical and ethical integrated assessment that includes a proper accounting for values of

global justice—is arguably the future of ethical debates about food and the environment, and is also

representative of the arc of much of environmental ethics over the past century.

This essay has also explained why some food-science experts believe that a correct global assessment

ultimately recommends what is called sustainable intensi�cation of food systems, which involves more

elements of contemporary industrial agriculture than are favored by proponents of organic or vegan

alternatives. At the same time, this is not equivalent to the idea that sustainability should be our objective.

Various leading conceptions of sustainability were considered, and none appear to capture the most

fundamentally important objective for society.

p. 94
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